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Background

I Disruptive innovations in digital payments are happening in a large
number of countries around the world, especially in Asia and Europe

I Accepting a new payment technology is however risky and not
necessarily profitable for businesses

I But accepting a new payment technology may also allow merchants to
attract new customers and to increase payments from loyal customers

I Given the increasing number of innovations in payments, a natural
question arises: Does accepting a new payment technology allow
merchants increasing their business sales?
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Background: French market
In 2012, the French major banks massively launched contactless technology
I In 2018, 76% of CB cards and 59% of CB merchants were equipped

(a) Contact payment

(b) Contactless payment
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Research Questions

What is the impact of contactless payments on merchant card sales?

I Do accepting a new payment technology allow merchants increasing
their business sales?

I Is the impact the same according to sectors (e.g. restaurants, hotels),
and the size of business (small versus large merchants)?

I What is the effect on the use of other accepted payment methods
(spillover effects)?
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Data and Sample Design
I From Groupement des Cartes Bancaires CB
I Card transactions data is available from 2015 to 2018

I Variables available by merchant:
I Business identification number, business sector, creation date, type of

activity, geographical location, card-sales amount and count

I We focus the analysis on:
I Offline merchants who decided to accept contactless payments in 2018

I Offline merchants who did not still accept contactless payments in 2018

I All the businesses that have existed since at least 2015

I We are left with 275,580 businesses: 57,830 in the treatment group
and 217,750 in the control group

I Is there self-selection?
I Are the treatment group and the non-treatment group comparable?
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Estimation Strategy (1/2)
Propensity Score Matching (PSM)
I The acceptance of contactless payments is not random. To avoid

possible selection bias, we first use the PSM (Rosenbaum et al., 1983):
I Scorei = P(Treatedi = 1|Xi ) =

exp(f (Xi))
1+exp(f (Xi))

Xi the vector of merchant and its city observable characteristics

I Caliper matching: minj |Scorei − Scorej | < h

I The region of common support (p.17)
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Estimation Strategy (2/2)
Difference-In-Difference Method (DID)
I To difference out remaining heterogeneity, we second use, on the

matched sample, the DID estimation strategy (Heckman et al., 1997):
I log(Yi,t) = β0 + β1 ∗ 1(T = 1) + β2 ∗ 1(t = 2018) + β3 ∗ 1(t =

2018) ∗ 1(T = 1) + ε
I Where log(Yi,t) is log card-sales amount or count
I β3=ATT with OLS regression or QTT with quantile regression (Firpo)

I Common trend assumption
I Both groups have the same evolution in absence of treatment

(a) log (total sales amount) (b) log (total sales count)
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Estimation Results (1/4)
Causal Impact of accepting contactless payment
I Merchants who decided to accept contactless payments in 2018

compared to those who still do not increase their average annual
card-sales amount by 15.3 percent (=exp(0.42)-1)

I The impact is higher on smaller parts of card sales distribution
I The benefits of contactless acceptance are larger for small merchants
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Estimation Results (2/4)
Contact Cards Spillover Effects
I Merchants who accept contactless payments compared to those who

still do not increase their contact card-sales amount by 1.3%
I The amount per contact card payment increases by 3%

I Negative spillover effect on the upper parts of the distribution
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Estimation Results (3/4)
Card-Sales Response by Business Sector
I Unsurprisingly, the benefits of accepting contactless payments are the

largest for bakeries (33%)
I But, negative externality on contact card sales

I Surprisingly, a large and significant average benefit for retailers in the
Leisure sector (28%), as well as for taxis (26%)

I Cannibalisation effect occurs on contact card for taxis
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Estimation Results (4/4)
Card-Sales Response of New Entrepreneurs
I Created businesses in 2016 that have adopted contactless technology

in 2018 have higher card sales than new entrepreneurs who do not still
accept the contactless payments technology

I They increase their annual card-sales amount by 27 percent

I The spillover effect on contact card sales is much stronger (9 percent)
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Robustness Checks

I Alternative specifications
I Different types of matching methods, with or without replacement
I Nearest Neighbor Matching ; Caliper Radius Matching

I Placebo test
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Conclusion
I Our results suggest that the introduction of contactless payments

promotes business growth, especially the small merchants, new
entrepreneurs and businesses that make small amount per purchase,
such as bakeries, restaurants

I Another relevant consideration is that the acceptance of contactless
payments technology has strong positive spillover effects on old
payment methods and is a tool to attract more consumers

I These results could fruitfully be used to provide policy
recommendations for banks decision-makers and fintech companies
interested in promoting efficient payment technologies

I This research can be extended in two directions:
I Investigating the impact of contactless payments by mobile phones
I Estimating the substitution between contactless and cash payments
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Thank you for your attention !
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Appendix
Summary statistics (p.7)
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